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Covers the various elements of women's basketball, from the basics to the most advanced moves

and plays. This title features drills and exercises that give athletes the tools they need to learn new

techniques and fine-tune their existing ones. It includes nearly 100 full-color photographs that

feature real high school athletes.
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YA-- This practical, how-to manual focuses on conditioning, footwork, rules, offensive and defensive

moves, and drills for a multitude of skills intended to help young women improve their game. The

writing style is enthusiastic and motivating. Along with instructions, Miller gives the reasons behind

her recommendations, thus offering a better understanding of why a particular area of expertise or

practice is important. Over 120 black-and-white photographs and diagrams are scattered throughout

the manual. Update your collection with this edition, even if the old one (Facts on File, 1984) is still

around. It's sure to be popular.- Pat Royal, Crossland High School, Camp Springs, MDCopyright

1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

Miller is an assistant coach at Georgia Tech.WAYNE COFFEY is an award-winning sports journalist

at the New York Daily News, a three-time Pulitzer Prize nominee, and the author of more than thirty

books, including, most recently, the New York Times bestsellersThe Closer with Mariano Rivera and

Wherever I Wind Up with R. A. Dickey. He is also the author, with Urban Meyer, of the forthcoming

Above the Line.



This was an informative book for my daughter who had joined a basketball team with little

experience. It helped her understand terminology and the rules of the game.

Great book!

I really enjoy this book "Winning Basketball for Girls" written by Faye Young Miller and Wayne

Coffey, and published in 1992. This book was fun to read and it has interesting background

stories.Although the beginning is pretty boring before the sisters Kayla and Dory come into the

team, it starts getting interesting, because the team becomes more cheerful and connected.The

author used many methods of influence; one of them is association, as in "working together"

--before the team got together everything seemed boring and awkward. This method was used to

make this book more intense and interesting about the team working together to make the members

connect. When I read the reviews it sounded more negative, I think because it seemed the people

who read the book were older peopleI recommend this book for any girl who loves to play basketball

and wants to learn basketball, because this book has everything that you want to learn about

basketball and how to learn it.Senior English Student 2011
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